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Raspberry pi 3 rtl sdr server
Skip to content The SDR revolution has brought an opportunity of experimentation to the radio enthusiast, but with it came a series sometimes-packed software for which even installation can be a difficult perspective for a SDR novice. If you are bambùzled by it all then help can be at hand courtesy of [Luigi Cruz], which packaged a ready-to-for-go SDR
software suite in an operating system image for the Raspberry Pi. Aboard the Raspbian-based operating system image are SDR Angel, Soapy Remote, GQRX, GNURadio, LimeUtil and LimeVNA. In hardware terms, the RTL-SDR is supported, along with LimeSDR, PlutoSDR, Airspy and Airspy HF. Everyone is completely ready to go and also have
shortcuts from desktop, so if the CLI scars you can still immerse yourself and play. Most importantly it is designed for use with SDR transmitters and receivers, so the complete SDR operating barrier for amateur radios has become significantly lower also. This year he saw the seven years of the RTL-SDR hack which probably did more to start the use of the
DSPs in our community. Our colleague [Tom Nardi] wrote a retrospective that is worth taking a look at his overview of some SDR tricks that evolved at that time. Meanwhile, if you do not mind limiting your prospects a little, you can turn the Raspberry Pi 3 into a SDR all without any additional hardware. Introduction Note: Since this project has been published
has been brought to our attention that RTL2832U / R820T sticks can not be fully supported in the RTL drivers used here. RTL2832U / E4000 sticks work well. One of the often neglected features of RTL drivers for RTL2832U SDR sticks is the TCP server. The TCP server allows you to send data from the RTL2832U key through the home networka remote
PC running a program to process data in SDR information such as SDR Sharp. While the Raspberry Pi is not powerful enough to run current programs to decode and process SDR data fromstick, it can do a great job to run the rtl_tcp server. This means that you can connect the RTL2832U stick directly into the Raspberry Pi and end up with a very small and
portable SDR radio server. You can connect your Raspberry Pi directly to your router or use Wifi for greater flexibility in positioning. If you decide to go on the wifi path, I suggest you use wireless N since the bandwidth can be a problem. You can use a WiFi dongle on the Raspberry Pi USB port or a WiFi access interface. The nice thing about the WiFi
gateway is that you don't need drivers to connect to the Raspberry Pi since it converts the WiFi date to ethernet. If you decide to go on the dongle road, make sure to do a little research on what dongles work well on the Pi demonstration video. Why would you do that? There are several reasons that you might want to do this. Here are some: 1. One of the
biggest reasons would be to reduce the amount of antenna cable you have to use. The cable minus you use the loss of signal less you will have. The Raspberry Pi and rtl_tcp combination will allow you to mount the RTL2832U closer to the antenna connection point. Let's say for example that your antenna is mounted in the attic, but your monitoring station is
downstairs. Rather than run 150 cable feet at the monitoring station, mount the RTL2832U and Raspberry Pi near the antenna and use WiFi to send the SDR data to the floor below. 2. Set the Raspberry Pi / RTL2832U SDR server in a location and use the running laptop SDR Sharp to monitor the RTL-2832U SDR radio anywhere in the house. 3. Make the
Raspberry Pi / RTL2832U server accessible from the outside of your home network and listen to your SDR radio while traveling. 4. Set up a remote monitoring location in another part of the5. Mount the whole thing in a weather-resistant container powered by solar cells and put it at the top of the antenna tower. 6. Tie everything to a helium ball and have a
500ft antenna. I'm sure thatthink of other uses for such a small portable SDR server. ♪ Get it Going ♪ Install the latest Debian version on your Pi and update it. 2. Before installing the RTL drivers, you will need to install the following dependencies if they are not already installed by typing the following commands in the prompt terminal window. sudo apt-get
install git sudo apt-get install cmake sudo apt-get install libusb-1.0-0. dev sudo apt-get install build-essential 3. Now we are ready to install RTL drivers using the following commands: git clone git://git.osmocom.org/rtl-sdr.git cd rtl-sdr/ mkdir build cd cmake ../ make sudo make install sudo ldconfig 4. Before this it will work you must locate the RTL directory
using the manger file where the drivers where you download and copy the rules file in the directory etc/udev/rules.d. 5. Connect the RTL-2832U key and issue the rtl_test -t command to make sure that the Raspberry Pi sees your stick. 6. Make sure the port 1234 is open on router 7. To start the rtl_tcp server type - plus the ip address of your Pi. For example
rtl_tcp -a 10.0.1.50 8. On your PC download the latest Dev version and configure it according to these instructions. Go to the interface section and select RTL TCP and enter the IP address of your Raspberry Pi. Launch SDR acute processing and should be getting the Pi and RTL2832U data form. 9. Now you can remove unnecessary peripherals such as
keyboard, monitor and mouse. Potential problems I noticed that the server will stop working in the following circumstances, there may be more, but these were quite consistent. If you leave SDR Sharp without interrupting the processing of remote data from the server. If the bandwidth shrinks to manage the data properly. This can be more than one problem
with WiFi as the distance gets further between the Raspberry Pi and the router. A job around is to lower the sample rate on SDRTuning to a Supported Unsupportedarea of your RTL-2832U stick. For these reasons, if you are going to run the SDR server headless or locate the Raspberry Pi in an area where you can not be easily reached, you need to get
SSH go to the Pi and install Putty on your PC. By default SSH is usually already active on the Pi. Just install Putty on your PC and open a session using your Pi's IP address. The default username is usually Pi and the password is Raspberry. This will allow you to access the Raspberry Pi remotely to start the SDR server. Discuss in the Forum raspberry pi
3b+ rtl sdr server
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